
The FIXR entry manager is one of the fastest 

ticket entry solutions on the market. Quickly scan 

whole bookings in one click, operate multiple 

entries and set up warnings to manage different 

ticket types. 

Our new Entry Manager has been thoughtfully 

designed to work across any device running iOS 

8+ or Android 4.1.

If you would like to suggest any improvements or 

wish to give us some feedback, please drop us 

an email to team@fixr.co

https://itunes.apple.com/gb/app/fixr-entry-manager/id725440573?mt=8
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.fixr.app.entry&hl=en_GB


Log-in to the Entry Manager using your FIXR Organiser 

credentials, and your events and ticket sales data will be 

automatically be available. 

Use our ‘Access Tokens’ feature to provide your door staff with 

scanning features, without providing access to private data like 

sales figures and settings.  

To create a token, log-in to your FIXR Organiser account and 

naviage to the event in question. Click the ‘Attendees’ section, 

followed by ‘Entry Manager’ on the following page. From there 

click ‘+ New Access Token’.  

Send this 6 digit code to your door staff. 

They can use this code to sign into the 

entry manager and they will see the ticket 

list for that event only. You can delete 

access codes at any time.

SIGNING IN TOKENS



FIXR SECURE SERVER

FIXR ENTRY MANAGER

Our system is designed to work with multiple devices, whether 

iOS, Android or a combination of both - allowing you to operate 

multiple entrances. 

When multiple scanners are in operation they require 

consistent access to internet, so they can regularly check the 

FIXR server for which tickets have been admitted at other 

entrances. 

We have also developed an offline mode, by which you can 

download the list of attendees in advance of the event and 

scan without internet access. 

However we strongly recommend you only use the offline 

mode when operating a single scanner. Without access to the 

internet a single ticket could be scanned by multiple scanners 

- as the list is not being updated across all devices. 

• Records each entry instantly to server

• Works across multiple devices simultaneously

• Requires constant internet connection

ONLINE

• Entries are saved on the device and uploaded 

when internet access is available

• Not suitable for multiple devices simultaneously

OFFLINE

Note: If using offline mode, you should wait until after 

the last sale or ticket transfer deadline before 

downloading the ticket list, to ensure that you have 

the full list.

ONLINE & 
OFFLINE MODES



On scanning a ticket you will see either: 1) a big blue tick 

signalling the person has been admitted or 2) a red cross 

followed by a message explaining why the user should not be 

admitted (i.e. ’ticket already scanned’ or ‘wrong event’). 

The easiest way to admit people is by using the FIXR Entry 

Manager app to scan the barcode from their booking 

confirmation shown on a phone or printed PDF.

Simply press the ‘Scan a ticket’ button at the bottom of the 

screen, which will bring up the camera. Any barcode placed in 

front of the camera will be scanned and then you can confirm 

admission.

You can easily admit multiple people under a single booking. 

Our scanners register the number of tickets against the bar 

code and you can select whether to admit the whole booking 

or part (as shown below). 

SCANNING

MULTIPLE TICKETS UNDER ONE BOOKING

SOME NOW, SOME LATER

ADMITTING TICKETS

If only some of the group are initially admitted, then the 

barcode will stay active for when the rest of that group arrive. 

Simply scan the barcode again and select the number to 

admit. You can do this multiple times so long as there are 

unused tickets remaining on the booking. If the attendee doesn’t have access to their barcode, you can 

search for them using their name. Either scroll down the full 

ticket list or search using the bar at the top.

SEARCHING



ENTRY DENIED!

The most likely reason for seeing the red cross -

that signifies a booking not being found - is that 

the attendee has transferred one of their tickets. 

Either search for their name (as outlined earlier) 

or ask them to re-download the ticket from their 

account (which can be done from our mobile 

apps or website). 

If you bring up an error message it can most 

likely be solved by refreshing the page by 

pressing the reload button.

BOOKING NOT FOUND

ERRORS



The Entry Manager offers a range of features 

to tailor your ticket scanning process. Use 

quick scan to admit people faster, add 

specific warning messages and filter the 

guestlist by first or last name.  

Speed up scanning by auto-confirming 

single ticket bookings. 

Sort the guestlist by first or last name - 

whichever you find easier. 

Receive a warning when a ticket has past it’s 

last entry time. 

Add a delay to the warning so you can still 

admit late guests after a specified time. 

SETTINGS



The Entry Manager has been designed to handle the most 

complicated events. Use our advanced settings to select  

which ticket types can be scanned by that device - allowing 

you to closely manage entry across a variety of ticket types. 

TICKET TYPE SELECTION

Receive a warning when scanning a different 

ticket type than the one(s) selected. 

In the settings:

Ticket type: ALL 


